
University of Cumbria    UB14/45 
      
UNIVERSITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS  CONFIRMED 
     
Minutes of the meeting held on 21 May 2015  
     

Present: Mr E Cartwright (Chair), Mr D Allen, Mrs E Bales, Prof L Challis, Dr H Crowe,  
Dr S Curl, Mr G Donnelly, Mr N Fraser, Mrs C Hensman, Prof J Lee,  
Bishop J Newcome, Mrs S Southern, Dr K Snell, Mrs J Stannard. Prof P Strike, 
Mr D Tomlinson 

 

     
In attendance: Mr N Harris (Registrar and Secretary) 

Ms S Booth (Pro Vice Chancellor: Enterprise, Business Development and 
Engagement) 
Prof S Jowett (Deputy Vice Chancellor) 
Ms K McLaughlin-Flynn (Director of Finance and Resources) 
Mrs J Whitworth (Chief Operating Officer) 
Mr A Fry (Representation Officer, Students’ Union) 
Ms L Clark (Strategic Communications Manager)  
Ms K Leigh (Strategic Governance and Compliance Manager) 

 

 
The Board meeting was preceded by a presentation to Directors on the outcomes of the Academic 
Board Annual Reports in relation to Measuring Quality: Student Progress and Achievement.   
   
14:56 Apologies for absence   
 Apologies for absence were received from Mr S Hyde, Mr I Johnson,  

Mr W Sang. 
 
The Chair reported that he had spoken with Mr S Hyde who is making good 
progress in his recovery and had sent his apologies for the remainder of the 
year, although he is hoping to make the Graduation Ceremonies either in 
July or November.  

 

   
14:57 Declaration of Interests  
 No declarations of interest were received.  
     
14:58 Minutes of the previous meeting UB14/36 
 a) The minutes of the meeting held on 5 March 2015 were confirmed as an 

accurate record.  
a) 

 b) The minutes of the meeting held on 16 April 2015 were confirmed as an 
accurate record, subject to an amendment to clarify that FRC support of 
the Lancaster new build had not been unanimous.  

b) 

   
14:59 Matters Arising  
 There were no matters arising not otherwise included on the agenda.  
    
SUBSTANTIVE ITEMS   
     
14:60 Vice Chancellors’ Report  
 Received: a) Vice Chancellor’s Report  

b) Update on the Academic Structure 
c) Briefing on National College for Nuclear and the Sellafield 

R&D Contract 

UB14/37 

     
 The Board welcomed the Vice Chancellor’s report and was asked to note in 

particular: 
a) The sad death of a member of staff from the Faculty of Health and 

Science. 
b) The discussions now underway with Million+ and UUK who were 
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starting to consider the consequences of the outcome of the General 
Election.  The opportunity for continuity was welcomed but with the 
recognition that austerity measures would continue in the HE sector, 
with continued pressure on the price of tuition fees and the 
stabilisation of staff costs.  Looking forward, the future of teacher 
education had been highlighted as an area of concern. 

c) The ongoing challenges to student recruitment and the uncertainties 
as to how the removal of the cap on student numbers will impact on 
current and future years.   

d) The ongoing cost savings exercise across the University, through a 
series of change proposals and the voluntary severance scheme, 
which was nearing the point of final sign off.  

e) The receipt of the HEFCE funding grant letter which showed an 
increase in the QR allocation to the University and an increase in 
HEIF funding. 

f) The commencement of the construction of the STEM laboratories at 
Fusehill Street ready for a September start. 

g) The good progress in growing overseas student numbers, with a new 
cohort of students from Libya and partnerships in China.   

 
It was reported that following a review of the 2013 academic restructuring, 
a proposed refinement to the Academic Structure into a single Deanery was 
currently out for consultation, with the aim of building on the strengths of 
the current structure and aligning the activities of the academic 
departments much closer to the senior management structure.   
 
The Board noted the proposed refinement to the academic structure and 
noted that this was intended to be implemented for the 2015/16 academic 
year, subject to clarification of a number of dependencies within the 
structure.  It was noted that academic departments were intended to 
become the ‘engine house’ of the new structure with greater responsibility 
for academic development and planning and recruitment.   
 
The Board were generally supportive of the direction of travel towards a 
more streamlined and efficient academic organisation model, subject to the 
outcome of consultation.  However, it was suggested that greater clarity 
was needed to outline the accountability and performance management 
lines for the Heads of Department and Deputy Deans.  The Board recognised 
the uncertainty that the academic refinement was likely to cause amongst 
staff and suggested that a progress report be brought back to the Board in 
the Spring 2016.  The Board also suggested clear communication of the 
academic refinement to demonstrate the benefits to the changes. 
 
The Vice Chancellor then provided a briefing to the Board on academic 
developments which were recorded as a separate confidential minute. 

   
 AGREED a) To receive and note the Vice Chancellor’s report. 

b) To receive and note the proposed academic refinement 
 

    
14:61 Budget 2015/16 UB14/38 
    
 Received: a) Outline 2015/16 budget and five year financial plan 

b) Annual Operating Plan 2015/16   
a) 
b) 

     
 Budget 2015/16 

The proposed 2015/16 budget was provided to the Board for approval on 
the recommendation of the Finance and Resources Committee. 
 
It was noted that the proposed budget sought to deliver a surplus of £3.2m 
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and EBITDA of £6.6m in line with the objective stated in the previous 
budget papers presented to Board and Finance and Resources Committee in 
the ‘Closing the Gap’ paper.  As in previous years, the budget would be 
subject to further review in October when the final student recruitment 
figure was known. 
 
It was noted that, in considering the budget, Finance and Resources 
Committee had expressed concerns around the HEFCE student recruitment 
contract which, combined with potentially lower NCTL School Direct and 
student accommodation income, reduced income by £1.8m.  It was also 
noted that the budget did not take into account any of the new upside 
opportunities that were planned for the near future.  Therefore, FRC had 
agreed to set a target budget with the intention of managing the risks, once 
the student recruitment position was known. 
 
The five year financial plan was presented, which was based on the same 
assumptions as the 2015/16 budget. 
 
The Board recognised the challenges to the budget and noted the intention 
of FRC to review and monitor the budget against recruitment.  It was also 
reported that the Board could expect to receive weekly reports on the 
student recruitment position during the August and September period. 
 
Similarly, the Board acknowledged the importance of communication of the 
planned investments and cost savings to ensure that this did not adversely 
impact on the current year NSS results and longer term student 
recruitment. 
 
In response to questions, the Board was advised that the change in 
accounting policy for capitalisation was likely to impact on the Income and 
Expenditure account and therefore reduce the surplus, although this would 
not affect the level of cash generated.  It was likely that the budget would 
have to be re-stated against the changes to the accounting standards. 
 
It was suggested that for future iterations of the budget, the model 2 
recruitment figures be included to enable progress and/or variances to be 
monitored going forward.   
 
Annual Operating Plan 2015/16 
The Annual Operating Plan sets out the activities planned to be undertaken 
in 2015/16 in order to deliver the University’s corporate aims, building on 
the refreshed corporate strategy which was approved by the Board in 
November 2014. 
 
The AOP had been shortened to provide increased focus in 2015/16, 
specifically around activities to secure income growth / product development 
and student satisfaction, application for Research Degree Awarding Powers 
and development of enterprise and entrepreneurial activity.  In addition 
continued delivery of the Strategic Change Programmes in relation to 
academic transformation, student journey and estates consolidation was 
planned. 
 
The Board noted the aspiration to deliver programmes that reflect the 
uniqueness of the offer at UOC and suggested that it would be useful to 
have a presentation around that at a future date. 

   
 AGREED a) To approve the 2015/16 budget and the five year financial 

plan 
b) To approve the Annual Operating Plan 2015/16 
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14:62 Corporate Strategy UB14/39 
     
 Received:  Progress report on the review of the Corporate Strategy  
   
 The paper outlined the work to incorporate the feedback received on the 

review of the Corporate Strategy.  Work was now in hand to develop a final 
draft of the Strategy alongside the development of the Strategic Plan and 
key operational strategies.  The intention would be to present a final draft of 
the Corporate Strategy and Strategic Plan to the Board for sign off in July. 

 

    
 AGREED To note the progress on the review of the Corporate Strategy.  
    
14:63 Governance Matters UB14/40 
     
 Received:  a) HEFCE Annual Risk Assessment Letter 

b) Progress Report on revisions to the Memorandum & 
Articles of Association 

a) 
b) 

   
 HEFCE Annual Risk Assessment Letter 

The Board were presented with the 2015 HEFCE Annual Assessment of 
Institutional Risk letter, which concluded that the University was not at 
higher risk.  However, HEFCE had concluded that delivery of the Corporate 
Strategy was key to the University remaining on a sustainable trajectory 
and requested the University keep them informed where it is unlikely to 
meet its strategic targets.  HEFCE also noted the overall reduction in 
student recruitment in 2014-15, the measures taken to redress the position 
for 2015/16 and the activity to monitor the risk of further under-recruitment 
closely. 
 
Memorandum & Articles of Association 
Following Board approval of the action plan arising from the outcome of the 
Board Task Group reports and the Governance Effectiveness Review, the 
Chair and Secretary had met with the Chancellor to brief him on the 
proposed reduction in size of the Board to secure his agreement in principle.  
This was achieved and further discussions with the Privy Council had 
confirmed the process for making the necessary amendments to the 
Memorandum and Articles of Association. 
 
It was noted that the key changes to the Memorandum and Articles related 
to the reduction in size and composition of the Board, reduction in quorum 
to reflect the reduction in Board, changes to the term of office of Directors 
to 3 x 3 years to allow greater opportunity for succession planning, and 
slight amends to the appointment and role of the Chancellor.  
 
The Board was asked to approve the amendments to the Memorandum and 
Articles of Association for consultation with the Archbishop’s Council and 
thereafter the Privy Council before formal ratification and adoption by the 
Board later in the year. 
 
The Board were also asked to approve the establishment of a Marketing 
Advisory Group and Estates Advisory Group, in line with the 
recommendations of the Board Task Groups.  

 

    
 AGREED a) To note the HEFCE Annual Assessment of Institutional Risk 

b) To approve the recommendations with respect to the 
proposed changes to the Memorandum and Articles of 
Association, size and composition of the Board, as the 
basis for consultation with the Archbishop’s Council and 
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Privy Council. 
c) To approve the establishment of Board Advisory Groups 

for Marketing and Estates along with the proposed terms 
of reference and membership. 

    
14:64 Academic Matters UB14/31 
     
 Received:  a) Minutes of the Academic Board meeting held 25 February 

2015 
b) Minutes of the Academic Board meeting held 29 April 2015 
c) Academic Board Annual Reports 

a) 
 

b) 
c) 

   
 AGREED a) To note the minutes of the Academic Board held 25 

February 2015 
b) To note the minutes of the Academic Board held 29 April 

2015 
c) To note the Academic Board Annual Reports 

 

    
14:65 Students’ Union Report  
     
 Received: Report from the Students’ Union UB14/42 
     
 The Board was asked to note in particular: 

a) The concerns raised by the SU in relation to the University’s growth and 
cost savings challenge in particular around the potential detrimental 
impact to student support and student experience.  
It was reported that the SU and UEG had had a full discussion on the 
concerns raised and a response had been fed back.     
In terms of timeline, UEG were to consider the final proposals later that 
day and communicate final outcome to the trade unions and staff prior 
to the commencement of local dialogue with individuals. The UEG 
recognised the importance of continuing regular engagement with the 
SU to mitigate any adverse impact of implementation of the cost 
reductions. 

b) The outcome of the recent election UCSU elections. 
c) The success of the General Election campaign which had seen an 

increase in students registered to vote, particularly in Carlisle. 
d) The planned launch of the Student Radio in September in time for 

Welcome Week. 
e) The success of the Festival of Culture in Lancaster as part of the 

Communities Together Group.  The SU were encouraged to seek to 
work with Carlisle City Council given the opportunity for community 
engagement. 

f) The support given to the student consultation over the relocation of the 
Drama Studio in Lancaster, which had reached a positive outcome. 

g) The assessments for teams for the British Universities and Colleges 
Sport (BUCS) and the promotion of such as a marketing tool for the 
University and SU. 

h) The work with the Estates team to create community cohesion at 
Brampton Road as the UOC’s creative hub. 

i) The updated report on SU compliance with the Code of Practice 
j) The returning officer’s report showing compliance in the officers election 

process. 
 
In discussion, the Board thanked the SU for highlighting their concerns over 
the cost savings challenge, and emphasised their continuing commitment to 
protecting the student experience as much as possible.  The Board also 
acknowledged the impact of the uncertainties around the cost savings on 
staff, which in turn were being fed through to students and sought to give 
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assurance that all investment sought to promote a ‘people matter’ ethos. 
 
In the interests of ensuring an ongoing engagement with the SU, it was 
suggested that the Board Director meetings with the SU would be useful to 
ensure a common understanding of matters going forward.  It was also 
suggested that there might be opportunity to invite the SU to a Board away 
day if this was felt appropriate.  
The board recommended that the SU bring back a further report on the cost 
savings challenges to a future meeting, once the proposals have had 
opportunity to be implemented. 

   
 AGREED To receive and note the report.   
    
14:66 University Board Committees  
     
 1. Audit and Risk Committee UB14/43 
 Received: Minutes of the meetings held 12 March 2015  
   
 The Board was asked to note in particular: 

a) The Committee’s evaluation of the Strategic Risks and the inclusion of 
two additional areas around failure to comply with legislative and 
contractual obligations and failure to diversify funding streams. 

 

   
 AGREED a) To receive and note the minutes   
    
 2. Finance and Resources Committee UB14/44 
 Received: a) Minutes of the meeting held 12 May 2015  
   
 The Board was asked to note in particular: 

a) Committee approval of two Enterprise Projects which had exceeded 
£500k. 

 

   
 AGREED a) To receive and note the minutes  
    
14:67 Items for Future Agenda  
   
 - What makes a Cumbria course unique 

- RDAP presentation at next Board meeting 
- SU update on change programme 

 

   
14:68 Dates of future meetings  
 Thursday 9 July 2015 in Ambleside  
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